TRSA V4 Series Belair Long Course Notes

Start at Yurrebilla start line at the top of the stairs under the arch by Belair train station
(this will also be the finish)

Go down the stairs and keep going straight along the path. Look for the first single track on
your left, just after the first bend in the trail. Follow this single trail up to Sir Edwin Ave
(asphalt road). Cross over the road and not far to the right is Lodge Track. Turn left onto
Lodge Track. Keep left down the hill on Lodge Track and at 1.5km turn right onto Carawatha
Track. Stay on Carawatha Track all the way to the T-junction (past Brady Gully Track and
across Moorowie Track).
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At the T-junction at the end of Carawatha Track, turn right onto Lodge Track (see first photo
below). Shortly after turn left onto Echo Track (as per second photo below).

Follow this fire trail up to the trail intersection (ignoring any trails to the right) continuing
straight ahead and up over the small rise to drop down to Echo Tunnel.

Carawatha Track

Lodge Track
Echo Tunnel

Echo Track

Head through the tunnel. If you do not have a torch with you, be careful of your step and
don’t bonk your head! When you come out of the tunnel, continue following the single
track (Yurrebilla Trail/also marked as Waterfall Loop in pink). You will climb some wooden
steps as you go.
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Stick to the trail as it passes the Lower Waterfall Lookout (which you will see on your left).
Continue up to the junction with a Parks information sign. Take the left turn here onto
Workanda Track (you are still following the Yurrebilla Trail).

This double track dips and then climbs up to a junction with Wilyawa Track. Continue
straight at this junction to head downhill on Wilyawa Track.
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Switchbacks start here

Follow the Yurrebilla Trail up then down Wilyawa Track
towards Sheoak Rd. Go through the small black
walkers’ gate and up to Sheoak Road. Turn left and run
along the trail, pass a small carpark and to the junction
where Sheoak Road meets Pony Ridge Road (asphalt).
Cross Sheoak road and turn right onto Pony Ridge
Road. You are still following the Yurrebilla Trail.
Follow Pony Ridge Road until you see the single track
marked by the Yurrebilla Trail sign on the right just
inside property number 23 at the end of Pony Ridge
Road.
Keep following the Yurrebilla Trail to the bottom of the
switchbacks on Brownhill Creek Road. This is where
you turn around and come back up again.
Once you’ve made it back to the intersection of Pony
Ridge and Sheoak Roads, cross over Sheoak Rd and
turn left.

Instead of heading back into the park, when you pass the small carpark, veer left at the
Yurrebilla sign. DO NOT take the Yurrebilla Track, you need to take the trail to the right of the
big tree (see photo below).
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This trail will follow the Sheoak Road up the hill (the trail will always be on the right-hand
side of the road). It’s a little rutted out in parts but you’ll follow this for approximately 2km
keeping between the road and the park boundary fence.
You’ll pass an area where the trail opens up into a parking area with big boulders at the
margins. Carry on through here, past Gate 10 and past a slow point on the road to your left.
Keep an eye on your map as you will need to see a single track off to the right which gets you
back into the park. It is not long after running up high (looking down on the speed control on
the road to the left) where the track climbs to another car park. Watch for the partially
damaged fence which you need to step through. The damaged fence is not long past two
wooden posts as per first photo below. The damaged fence is basically where the wire is
laying on the ground as per second photo. Step over the wire and run along the single trail.
(NOTE: there is some damaged fence about 1km into the rutted Sheoak Trail before the
carparks – this is not the damaged fence you are looking for. Make sure you climb over the
damaged fence just past the posts as per photo below.)

This trail immediately heads right then drops downhill until you reach the Upper Waterfall.

Cross back
into Belair NP
here
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From Upper Waterfall Lookout, turn right and stay on the single track which runs up high
above the gully (the gully should be on your right). Take care running along this trail. Keep
straight along this trail past the two marked single trails (IGNORE the first is uphill to the
left, and the second trail which heads steeply down to the right). You keep going straight
on onto Yulti Wirra and keep left around the bend on this track. Follow this track up past
Workanda Track (on the right) to the junction with Tilti Track (water tank). Turn left on Tilti
Track.
Tilti Track climbs up to a major junction with Queens Jubilee Drive - a main road up through
the park. Turn left onto Queens Jubilee Drive and continue all the way up to the top
(approximately 2.5km). Keep an ear out for vehicles or bikes.
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At the top of Queens Jubilee Drive you’ll hit Saddle Hill Road (asphalt). Turn right onto this
road and then immediately look for the single trail on the right, marked as Adventure Loop
in yellow. This trail is used by bikes so keep an ear out as you follow the trail down. Keep
following the Adventure Loop trail, ignoring the single trail to the right about half way along,
until you get to the bitumen again (Saddle Hill Road).
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At this point, turn right onto Saddle Hill Road and run down the hill until you see a fire track
veering off to your left. This is Saddle
Hill Track. Take this left and follow
Saddle Hill Track to the end where it
Turn right onto single
meets at a junction with a gate and
track – Adventure Loop
large tree opposite the junction as
per photo below.
IGNORE
this trail

.

Head down Sadde Hill Rd to
Saddle Hill Track

Run straight through and on the other side of the tree you will see an open area. Cross the
open area and head towards the volunteers’ building. At the left of the volunteer building
(building in photo below) you will find a trail called Valley Loop Hike (see the red arrow on
photo below). Follow this trail.
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Follow the Valley Loop Hike along the creek through the forest, past Railway Dam and keep
right at all options until you reach the Adventure Playground. Turn right onto Lorikeet Loop
past the toilet block and follow the winding bitumen single path up to Old Government
House.”
Follow the Lorikeet Loop carefully past Old Government House, across Queen Jubilee Drive
(by the State Flora Nursery), through the car park and onto the single track (Lorikeet Loop).
DO NOT go down Echo Track!!

Keep following the Lorikeet Loop trail until the junction with the Yurrebilla Trail, which comes
in from the right across a footbridge. Continue straight ahead here (not across the
footbridge).
Continue following the Yurrebilla Trail, crossing Valley Drive (asphalt), turning right across
the creek, crossing Valley Drive again and going straight, keeping Playford Lake to your left.
Continue straight on, ignoring Moorowie Track. Cross over Sir Edwin Avenue (asphalt) and
follow Yurrebilla Trail (Brady Gully Track) then turn left up the hill (sign posted).
Go past the information shelter, across Sir Edwin Avenue then onto the single trail (slightly
to the right as you cross the road) to the finish, which is at the bottom of the stairs where
you started.
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